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l v·lhat is ~1anpower Planning? 

Manpower planning a1ms to match manpower supply and 

~L·r'-''- nd in an organisation, big or small. The demand may result 

from the needs of the community, the expansion of a company, 

or ~com vacancies due to wastage. Manpower may be supplied 

fY•om recruitment, job retraining, or promotion between grades. 

~ ld convenient to distibguish between PUSH and PULL 

x~~~ower Planning. As an example of the PUSH concept in 

•. ·c:2. tional planning ~ we may cite the 1963 Robbins report 

r;,lich was responsible for a tremendous growth of higher 

cdu~ation in the U.K .: 

" Courses of higher education should be 

available for all students qualified to 

pursue them and who wish to do so 11
• 

By contrast, the PULL concept is explicit in the statement 

~f Lord Crowther-Hunt, Minister of State and responsible 

for tertiary educaTion, which appeared in the Times Higher 

Education Supplement, May 16, 1975: 

~~ Hanpmver Planning is to be increased. We 

shculd do our best to produce the sort of 

eiucated people the nation needs' 1
• 

is is the text of a talk organised jointly by the 
Singapore v~~~ 0~~~ice l Society and the Department of 
•·thematics, Unive~sity of Singap6rc, on 31st March 1976. 
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2 Manpower Flow Models 

Mathematical reodels for Manpower Planning have been 

extensively developed in the last fevl years [ 1] . The move

ment of manpcY...rer is usually described as a manpower flow and 

wa di~~~ngu~sh between a 

push .flow 

and a 

puZZ fl-ow 

in which the impetus comes from the 

present status and location of the 

individual 

for r.vhich the reason for the move lies 

at the destination. 

For example, a resignation of an employee lS a push flow while 

a recruitment to fill a vacancy is a pull flow. 

There are two main classes of manpower flow models. The 

first is the Markov mode Z, tvhich is essentially a push model. 

In this, recruiting and p~omotion policies are given and the 

wastage known; the model is used to predict the manpower numbers. 

By contrast, the renewal mod~Z~ essentially a pull model, deter-

mines tJ1c necessary recruiting and promotions needed to give 

the Pc c:r..cired ro.anpoHer nuni.bers, with was·tage again assumed knovm. 

CI'he ctod" J. s may either be deterministic or stochastic, although 

.. ~1~ thG fa~mer will be cionsidered in this a~ticle, 

3 Markov Model of University Staff 

By \va.y of illustrat ion consider a manpower flow model 

for the staff of a University faculty . Let us suppose that 

~sads are counted on ~anuary lst and the discrete variable 

is used for time : 
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We also allow for 5 grades; tutor , lecturer, senior lecturer, 

reader, professor, denoted by J as follows 

T L SL R p 

l 2 3 4 5 

We introduce the following notation: 

( 1) n. ( t) 
] 

number of staff at grade j at time t 

p. (t) ·- number of staff 
J 

( 2 ) recruited at grade j at time t 

(3) p .. (t) =proportion of staff at grade l at time t-1 who lJ 

Note 

(4) 

are at grade J at time t 

that (3) implies that 

l -[ P·. (t) = w. (t) = 
J l] l 

proportion of staff at grade i at 

time t-1 who are wa~ted. 

The fundamenfal first or~er . differenc~ equation for the model is 

( 5 ) 

'• 
' \ 

n.(t) :::L n.(t-1) p .. (t) + r.(t), t? 1, 
J l- l lJ J 

with n.(o) given. For given recruiting and promotion, 
J 

the staff numbers can be determined at time t from the numbers 

at time t-1. The model is thus a Markov or push model. 

The sdl~tion of the difference equation is trivial, In 

the siir;plc case ~vhen r. and p. . are independent of t, He can 
J l] 

(b} n(t) = n(t-1) P + r , t ~ 1 
I'V .'"V /V """ 

where n(t) and r. are row vectors and P a matrix with elements 
I'V ,._.. A/ 

p. . . The solution . of ( 6) is 
lJ 

(7) n(t) ....... 

t-1 /) 
= !L< o) X t + £1 X 

=0 

Provided the row sums of P are l0ss than unity, the solution 
"""' 

converges to the steady state 

( 8 ) n(OO) = 
-"'·· 

-1 r (I-:-P) 
,..__ ""'"" )V' 

~~is elementary analysis is of course familiar as an example 

at a birth and death process [1] . 
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For a numerical example (adapted from [ 1] } ' let 

T L SL R p waste 

T r .6~ . 2 0 . 0 0 0 
-. 

.15 

I L • 7 0 .15 0 0 .15 

(9) p = SL .. 0 0 .70 .15 0 I ;10 
,.y 

J R 0 0 0 .85 .10 .05 

F 0 0 
.. 

0 0 .95 .05 

Thus each year~ 70% of the lecturers remain lecturers, ' 15% 

2,re promoted to senior lecturers, the remaining 15% being: 

wasted (resignations, death~ et~). 

If we choose a constant recruiting ~policy of 9 · tutors 

and 3 le~t~rers each year, we can easily use (5) or (7) to 

determin eo th<.! staff numbers in the various grades in each 

year s ~a~ ting with any given initial values. The results of 

such a computation are given in Table 1 for initial staff 

value s given by the row n(o). 
N 

Table 1 

Numerical Va lues for a Markov Model of University Staff 

T L SL R p Total 

r s . 3 0 0 0 12 
""' 

n(o) 47 35 18 12 6 118 ...... 
n(l) 

/'V 
40 37 18 13 7 115 

n ( 2) 35 37 19 14 8 113 ,..,,... 

n(5) 28 33 21 16 11 109 

~< 10 >I 26 29 
i "V 1 

19 18 16 108 

n.< >I 26 27 16 16 33 118 

'1es'e are se ver a l interesting points illustrated by 

:'.::: -~mp l e. 
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(1) The recruiting numbers and the initial staff numbers 

· \! '.' 2 puryosely chosen so that the total staff in the 

s ~ ~ady state (viz. 118) would be the same as that 

- initially. 

(2) The steadystate is not a good guide to the transient 

situation in the . first few years. The early trend is 

for the total staff to decrease and it would be hard 

to guess that ultimately the professors vmuld become 

so dominantl As the convergence is slow, the transic r t 

numbers are of much more practical importance than the 

never-to-be-reached steady state. 

( 3) Be=~ call se demqtions are not suppose to occur, ,g. lS an 

upper triangular natrix whose eigenvalues are simply 

the diagonc:tl elements. The largest eigenvalue . 0. 95, 

be:i_Hg close to l, accounts for the slow convergence. 

( 4 '; :~li z-lr'dctice G. much more complicated Markov model would 

::·e n•==r:::.ded to be of use in predicting University staff 

n:-:~.bers. A typical and important constraint mi_ght, be 

·that the number of senior .lecturers and above should be 

less than 40% of the total staff. 

In many organisations, such as a Public Service, recr t.: ~. ::~_: _ '

p~omotion and wastage are strongly age dependent and a pull TI~c. 

is m0re 2?propriate in determining how to meet the manoower 

numbers requ.i...c,ed at differe:1t levels. One important aspect 

is the clo32.rc.biJ5t-~r ,f inaintaining a stationary age distributiJ~.: 

f :. r which the career opportunities for recruits are the same 

year by year. Urrfortunat?ly th~ situation is usually unst2bl c 

~n t ~e v~y illustrated in Fig. 1. In year 1970, the career 

op portunities fa~ these rEcruited as 20 year olds are poor 

~7hL.c n y •::ar' 20G(J they Hould be good. 
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f.S 
year 1970 

I 2.~.-0 _____ (A_3_e ____ ,......_65 

year 2000 

~·~u~~ 1. Change of Age Distribution with Time 

By way of a simple illustration, consider an organisation 

.vi t ~'.l c .1e gr.J.de of employee and a minimum age of 2 0 and a 

compulsory reti~j,~ Age of 65. 

We suppose that head s are counted on January 1st, that recruiting 

takes place on this same date, while retirements, resignations 

deaths; etc all occur on December 31st. Let us introduce the 

notation: 

(10) n(x,t) = numeer of staff age X time t, 

(11 ) r(x,t) = number of recruits age X at time t, 

Jl2) vl ( x, t) - number of staff age X retiring at time t. 

Then the fundamental first-order difference equation describing 

t.h ' oroc'-s s is 

' l . · ·, n ( X ~ t ) = n ( X -1 , t -1 ) - W ( X -1 , t -1 ) + r (X , t ) , 2 1 ~ X ~ 6 5 , 

n(20,t) = r(20,t) 

w(65,t) = n(65,t) 

•O r simpllci~7 ~: r·y~icter the case of an organisation with 

c~ ~stant grovrth factork(for k "7 1 the organisation is expanding 

2n~ :~ 1 c~ntracting). For a stationary age distribution 

y - t'· 2n require 

~ 16) 

. ' '- ) 

n(x,t) t 
= n(x)k 

r(x,t) = r(x)kt 

~v(x,t) 
t = (x)n(x)k 

(x) lS the proportion of those age x who are wasted. 
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Equation (13) simplifies to 

kn(x) = n(x-1) - ~(x-l)n(x-1)+ kr(x) 

with the s6lution 

X x-1 
(20) -L r(y) 

y=20 
II 

z=y . 

n(x) 

As a pull mod61, this solution could be used to determinf 

the recruiting needed to give'a desired steady age distributio~ 

for assu~~d wastage proportions. The model can be extended tc 

tak(. -~n ·' ->-:..·.:::ot,r: c different grades and has been used C 2] to 

sugg2st ~ossible ways of achieving a desired stationary age 

di~tribution for a given initial distribution. Possibilitie s 

fo~ this include recruitment of senior personnel on the one 
hand or early r'etir c-::rae.nt: schemes on the other. 

5 Vacancy Flow Model 

It is interesting to note that there is a duality between 

manpovJer flows and vacancy flows. Thus a resignation can be 

considered aG the recruit of a vacancy, a recruitment as the 

-R ~ tage -' ~ ~ v~"~~~y, and a promotion as the demotion of a 

· ~ca~cy. Thus in a sense a renewal manpower flow model can 

be considered as a Markov vacRncy flow model. This duality lS 

cc ·r r: 2ptually attractive for an organisation such as a Public 

'>=;t~vice for which a pull model is appropriate and for which t 1 

·,.' E. unc J :clow ratc:_s are fair•ly predictable., Such a model is 

p·~<: •.. :rt:./ . . in:£ considered by a research student at the Univc.N i ~y 

:~ " · ide . By itself the model cannot expect to have the 

r· ·. , ~C' t:o the many and uncertain problems of manpower plannin~-: 

1;; it lS hoped that it will be of some assistance to managem !;-~ ~ 

ln the unp .J ;: c:::, __ : ... r .. power decisions it has to make. 
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* i * * * * * * * 

' fuerything of importance has been said before by 

a om e b a c '·' ?.J h o dDi no t dis cover i t . ' 

Alfred North Whitehead 

(1861 - 1947) 
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